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Preface 
I love Zomato. Which is why like any concerned friend, it pained me so much to see 
it discounting its services to compete with others (anorexia someone?) It is intriguing 
to note that while these companies were visibly hurting their bottom lines (or to put it 
more poetically, burning their bottoms incessantly) they continued to follow through. 
It was this that pushed me and my colleague (Miss Kothiyal) under the guidance of 
my professor (Mr. Misra; to whom I am eternally grateful for his support) on a quest; 
what are the brand positions (which can get customers to be loyal) that food delivery 
and discovery websites can follow (for students in particular) or to put it in layman's 
language: 

What can Zomato do other than discount the living s**t out of 
itself to get to students?  
Our methodology is at the end of the article (criticism is welcome, trolls are more 
than welcome). For anyone who wants to skip all the "How, why etc. of the thing" the 
results are down below and can be broken down into these three distinct branding 
positions: 

!  

Convenience: Make your entire value chain superfluous  

Convenience: From the first act of opening the website to checking out, make every 
interaction the best thing ever. From reducing delivery time, ensuring smooth 
financial transactions are enabled, safety of those financial transactions, ease of 
use of the website etc. you can help yourself become a premium destination to attract 
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those who are willing to pay a higher price for a better experience. 

!  

Chrematistic: Become the best online bazaar  

Chrematistic position: Become the online market of the plenty and the cheap (Like 
food D-Mart. Can't beat that IPO though :p) Clicking on the website should immerse 
the customers into a world of different opportunities and an eco-system that focuses 
on the food. From a lot of discounts, many reviews, a large variety of listings both in 
terms of variety of food, and restaurants in the given area will help attract those 
who look for value while ordering food on such websites. 

You see, discounting is good strategy when paired with these. Not if it is used like 
some lone wolf attack. 

!  

Credence: Be the most trust worthy site ever  

Credence: Become the most trustworthy dude around. Identifying loyal customers 
and rewarding them so that they speak about the brand to their friends and family, 
creating schemes to ensure that customers recommend the brand to their friends 
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etc. help the company establish this position. 

Companies can use any or all of these three factors to find more innovative strategies 
to get to customers. Our literature suggests that any strategy you use from these (or 
philosophy, if you want to think of it that way) will most likely help you obtain 
customer loyalty. 

This was written for Zomato because of my love-hate relationship with that site but 
honestly. I see myself twenty years later with my entire family like this: 

!  

Yes, we all are on Zomato. 

I might be some ignorant buffoon compared to the IIM folk at the firm but even I see 
discounts going nowhere. I hope this article can contribute to helping give some food 
for thought.  

Methodology: 

After thorough literature review, we finalized on seven items which were tested 
positive for employee satisfaction. Using the cusp catastrophe model, it is easy to say 
that satisfaction can lead to loyalty once it hits the threshold level. So, while all 
satisfiers are not loyalty inducers, vice versa is true. We designed the questionnaire 
and circulated it to students (after pilot testing it on 10 people, relax!) in Pune. We 
eliminated those who did not use food discovery and delivery websites. A majority of 
our users were (surprise surprise....) using Zomato. Our questionnaire used Mr. 
Reichheld's amazing work (check it out here: https://hbr.org/2003/12/the-one-
number-you-need-to-grow) where we asked the respondents if they would 
recommend the brand to their friends and relatives (better indicator of loyalty). The 
cronbach value was close to 0.75 (and you may proceed to judge me for not living up 
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to the lofty 0.85 ish goals). We used factor analysis (PCA) and rotated it (varimax 
rotation: Because nothing says amateur than resorting to default settings on SPSS). 
For every item it has recommended to have 5-10 respondents to we comfortably 
overshot that. Limitations of this study: 

1. Small-ish sample size. I believe 300 is like the threshold for true legitimacy. 
2. Limited number of factors. Obviously, the rationale was to get to study loyalty 

but we might have missed some things out. 
3. Could have analyzed taking demographics to find which strategies work  

And more..... Do let me know what were the other problems with my study in the 
comments section. It would be much appreciated. 

~~ This is the summary of the research paper published in Consumer Behaviour & 
Contemporary Marketing Strategy, Page 144 - 159, Excel Publishers, Institute of 

Management, Nirma University~~ 
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